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As the Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) system complexity increases, it becomes
difficult to efficiently design the system. Also, most of the existing powertrain design
tools are based on experiential models that use idealized assumptions and limited
experimental data. The accuracy of the results produced is not sufficient for designing
new generation hybrid vehicles. To make the powertrain design more efficient, physicsbased models that can facilitate high fidelity simulations are to be developed. This asks
for a design tool that is flexible and employs physics-based modeling in the vehicle
design. The thesis focuses on modeling of HEV using physics-based resistive companion
form and employing model-integrated computing technique. A modeling environment for
hybrid vehicle design is prepared and a battery electric vehicle model is developed as an
application. Resistive companion form models of various components are prepared and
an interpreter is prepared for integrating the developed component models and simulating
the design.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction
The present day environmental and economical issues provide a compelling

impetus to develop clean, efficient and sustainable energy sources and automobiles for
transportation. The dependence on oil as the only source of energy for vehicle
transportation has serious economical and political issues, and it worsens further in the
near future as the oil reserves diminish. Furthermore, the serious environmental
implications due to the harmful emissions from the conventional internal combustion
engine driven vehicles (ICEV) is an issue that has to be addressed and acted upon
immediately by all the countries to prevent any irrevocable damage to the global
environment. According to a study by the Electric Power Research Institute in Palo Alto,
California, an average drive of 25 Km each day in a mid-sized car emits 5500 Kg of
carbon dioxide and 1300gms of smog [1]. These exhaust emissions are responsible for
the greenhouse effect leading to global warming. Exacerbating the above problems is the
very low efficiency of the ICEV. Only 13% [2] of the energy input is actually used for
the vehicle propulsion, the rest being wasted during the combustion process and energy
transfer.
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While curbing the harmful emissions and reducing oil dependency are the major
concerns, other issues like quiet operation, economic feasibility and comfort must also be
taken into account in the design of new generation vehicles [3]. The Electric Vehicles
(EV) driven by highly efficient and quiet operating electric motors with alternative
energy sources provide clean, efficient, and environmental friendly option for next
generation vehicles [3]. Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) employing multiple energy and
propulsion sources, and operating at maximum efficiency levels with reduced emissions
is another viable option [3]. Though the HEV still uses oil as one of the energy sources
and causes environmental pollution, but at a much-reduced level than the ICEV, it can be
considered as an intermediate step in the development of a zero emission, highly efficient
EVs that are ideal for transportation. Also, the HEV acts as an immediate solution to the
environmental pollution problem that needs to be addressed immediately before the
situation worsens.
1.2

Hybrid Electric Vehicle
The exact definition of HEV as proposed by International Electro technical

commission is that it is a vehicle in which the propulsion energy is available form two or
more kinds or types of sources or converters, and at least one of them can deliver
electrical energy [4]. The HEV is a short-term solution to the problems posed by ICEV
until the realization issues concerned with pure electric vehicles are solved.
The HEV uses ICE and electric motor/generator combination as the propulsion
units and gasoline/alternate energy sources as the energy sources. The electric motor is
used to improve the efficiency and the vehicle emissions while the ICE is used to provide
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extended range capability. One advantage of HEV is that it employs regenerative braking
to recharge the battery, thus increasing the fuel economy. The HEV makes the best use of
existing technology by providing the benefits of both electric and conventional vehicles,
while minimizing the shortcomings of each. Based on the definition, HEV can be
classified into several configurations, but the most common configurations are the series
hybrid, parallel hybrid, series-parallel hybrid, and complex hybrid.
1.3

HEV Configurations

1.3.1

Series Hybrid Electric Vehicle
The key feature of series hybrid is that it couples the ICE with the generator to

produce electrical power for electrical propulsion (due to motor). This is the simplest of
the HEV configurations. The ICE mechanical output is converted into electrical power,
which is used to either charge the battery or provide power to electric motor for
propulsion. The following fig. 1.1 [3] gives a schematic of the series hybrid vehicle.

Fuel tank

Engine
Hydraulic link
Transmission

Generator

Electrical link
Mechanical link

Battery

Power
Converter

Motor

Figure 1.1 Series Hybrid
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Conceptually, SHEV can be treated as an ICE assisted EV that aims to extend the
driving range comparable with that of ICE vehicle. The advantages of series
configuration are fewer emissions since the engine never idles, the flexibility of location
of engine-generator set and the simplicity of drive train. However, the disadvantages are
that it needs three propulsion devices- ICE, generator and motor that add to the weight
and size of the vehicle. Also, the energy sources and the components need to be sized for
maximum power for long-distance, sustained, and high speed driving. Failing to do so,
the energy sources will exhaust fairly quickly, leaving ICE to supply all the power
through the generator. Therefore, the efficiency of series hybrid is generally lower [3].
1.3.2

Parallel Hybrid Electric Vehicle
The parallel hybrid (PHEV) allows both the ICE and the motor to deliver power

in parallel to the transmission to drive the wheels. The ICE and the motor are coupled to
the drive shaft by two separate clutches, thereby giving the scope to propel vehicle by
either or both the sources. The following fig. 1.2 [3] gives a schematic of PHEV.

Fuel tank

Engine
Hydraulic link
Transmission

Electrical link
Mechanical link

Battery

Power
Converter

Motor

Figure 1.2 Parallel Hybrid
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Conceptually, the parallel hybrid is an electrical assisted ICE vehicle for
achieving lower emissions and fuel consumption [3]. The motor could be used as a
generator to charge the battery by regenerative braking or by absorbing power from the
ICE when its output is greater than that required to drive the wheels. The power delivered
to the vehicle is determined by the control strategy, and for high power demand, both the
ICE and electric motor deliver power to the wheels. For lower power demand, the ICE is
operated at the most efficient mode to deliver more power than demanded, the excess
power is used to charge the battery [3].
The main advantage of PHEV is its improved dynamic performance when
compared to SHEV, due to the direct coupling between ICE, electric motor, and the
wheels. Also when compared with SHEV, the PHEV needs only two propulsion devices,
electric motor and ICE, and the ratings of both the propulsion devices could be different
as necessary [3]. However, the disadvantage of PHEV is that the architecture of engaging
and disengaging the system is a bit complex when compared with that of series hybrid.
1.3.3

Series – Parallel Hybrid Electric Vehicle
This hybrid incorporates the advantages of both the series and parallel hybrids and

involves an additional coupling when compared with series hybrid and an additional
generator when compared with parallel hybrid. Depending on the driving conditions, the
battery is either charged or discharged with the help of motor/generator set. The
following fig. 1.3 [3] gives a schematic of the Series-Parallel hybrid vehicle.
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Figure 1.3 Series-Parallel Hybrid

In the initial condition, when the vehicle is just starting, the battery acts as the
sole energy source and supplies power to the motor. When a certain speed has been
reached, the ICE supports the battery and at the steady speed the ICE supplies most of the
energy when it is operating at the maximum efficient point [3]. Although this hybrid
incorporates the advantages of both series and parallel hybrids, the configuration is more
complex and costly. The recently developed Toyota Prius is an example of series-parallel
hybrid.
1.3.4

Complex Hybrid Electric Vehicle
This configuration is different from the earlier types and hence cannot be

classified into any category. The complex hybrid seems to be similar to the series-parallel
hybrid, however the key difference is the bidirectional power flow of the electric motor in
complex hybrid and the unidirectional power flow of the generator in the series-parallel
hybrid [3]. The following fig. 1.4 [3] gives a schematic of the Complex hybrid vehicle.
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Figure 1.4 Complex Hybrid
The bidirectional power flow allows for various operating modes, present in series
hybrid. Similar to the series-parallel HEV, the complex hybrid has disadvantages of
higher complexity and cost. However, the improvements in technology of transmission
will aid in improving the system design [4].
1.4

HEV Modeling
The modeling and simulation of the design before the hardware implementation is

economical and is used to determine the designs that hold promise and identify the
parameters that are mainly responsible for affecting the performance of the systems. Due
to the large number of design variables involved, the design flexibility in the HEV makes
performance studies difficult. The development of an HEV is expensive and time
consuming since there are many configurations and energy management strategies to be
considered, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. It is difficult to produce an
efficient, reliable and physically realizable vehicle design using the traditional design
techniques. Also, the optimization of such systems is difficult since there are many
parameters or variables affecting the design [5]. The present day modeling and design
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tools for HEV still lack the power and sophistication of tools that are needed for a
complex system design. This asks for a new methodology of developing vehicle models
wherein even the advanced feature like the automated design optimization is possible.
1.5

Thesis Scope and Organization
The thesis addresses the above issues and mainly focuses on modeling of Hybrid

Electric Vehicle using the new methodology of Model Integrated Computing and
employing physics based modeling method for the HEV design. For this purpose,
Generic Modeling Environment, software developed by Institute of Software and
Integrated Systems (ISIS), Vanderbilt University is used as the platform for developing
the models and the models are developed using the physics-based Resistive Companion
Form (RCF). Models are developed for various components of HEV and the models are
integrated to form a HEV model and are simulated.
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the vehicle design softwares currently used in
the market, the problems associated with each and the need to go for a new type of
vehicle design methodology using resistive companion form. Chapter 3 introduces the
concepts of model integrated computing and domain specific modeling concepts that
form the basis for developing a modeling environment for vehicle design and an
introduction to Generic Modeling Environment, which is used in this thesis. Chapter 4
deals with the various modeling concepts employed in GME and its capabilities. Chapter
5 deals with the RCF models of various vehicle components, and the simulation of
battery electric vehicle, developed as an application for the vehicle environment created.
Chapter 6 gives the conclusions of this study and the future work.

CHAPTER II
HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLE MODELING METHODOLOGY
2.1

Introduction
The complexity and cost involved in the design and development of new

generation vehicles such as hybrid electric vehicles is high. Computer modeling and
simulation is used to reduce the expense and length of design cycle [6] of the vehicles by
testing various configurations before experimenting with the prototype. These simulation
tools have the abilities to predict vehicle performance in terms of fuel economy,
emissions, acceleration, and grade sustainability. A review of various vehicle design and
simulation softwares available in the market, main features and the drawbacks of each are
discussed.
2.2

Literature Review
Simple Electric Vehicle Simulation (SIMPLEV) developed by Department of

energy’s Idaho national engineering and environmental laboratory is used for the
modeling and simulation of electric and series hybrid electric vehicles. SIMPLEV is a
DOS based simulator that limits the user to designing vehicles with preprogrammed
components [7] and predicts fuel economy, emissions, and other performance parameters.
A driving cycle is the input to the model and the amount of power needed from the
9
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vehicle to complete the driving cycle is calculated while incorporating the component
efficiencies. However, SIMPLEV does not have the ability to simulate either parallel
HEVs or conventional ICE vehicles. Due to the nature of the source code for SIMPLEV,
implementing changes to model other series and parallel control strategies would be very
difficult [8].
CARSIM 2.5.4 is a vehicle simulation tool developed by AeroVironment, Inc.
with essentially the same capabilities and limitations as SIMPLEV. CarSim also has the
ability to act as a portable data acquisition unit to record a speed-time history and use this
data to drive the simulation program. It correctly predicts the actual energy usage to
within the uncertainty of the test measurements [8]. However, CarSim can only model
series HEVs and electric vehicles, and is not capable of predicting emissions [8].
MARVEL, developed by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), was used to
analyze the performance of a hybrid vehicle with internal combustion engine and
batteries for energy storage [7]. It can also be used to optimize the size of the battery and
internal combustion engine, based on vehicle-life cycle and cost. However, this software
cannot predict fuel economy, top speed, maximum acceleration, or several other vehicle
performance parameters [7] and hence could not be used for next generation vehicle
design and modeling.
V-Elph, or Versatile-Elph, is an extended version of the Electrically-Peaking
Hybrid [6] software developed at Texas A&M University for the design and analysis of
electric and hybrid vehicles. The original ELPH software was limited to one particular
HEV control strategy, but V-Elph expands the capabilities to any general series and
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hybrid HEV [6]. V-Elph 2.01 is a system level simulation and analysis tool developed
using Matlab/Simulink, to study various EV and HEV performance parameters like fuel
economy, maximum acceleration, state of charge (SOC) variation, gradeability, etc [6].
The models and code developed in Matlab/Simulink is considerably simpler than other
contemporary softwares equations [9] because the dynamic interactions among various
vehicle components are easily visualized with intuitive subsets of blocks and connecting
lines instead of many complicated, difficult-to-comprehend equations. [9]. Even though
this software is easy to use and simulation of any vehicle configuration is possible, some
of the models are based on experiential models [6] and do not give accurate results and
also advanced features like automated model optimization etc., could not be modeled.
Advanced Vehicle Simulator (ADVISOR) developed by National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) was designed as an analysis tool to assist the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) in developing and understanding hybrid electric vehicles
(HEVs) [10]. It was basically designed to analyze vehicle powertrains, focusing on power
flows among various components. This software has the ability to simulate parallel and
series HEVs as well as conventional vehicles. ADVISOR includes a graphical user
interface that allows the user to easily change the vehicle parameters and gives the
vehicle performance in terms of fuel economy, emissions, and grade sustainability [7].
This user interface allows the user to model any type of vehicle configuration and
parameters without having to modify the design of component models [11]. Though all
the above features give good flexibility in the vehicle modeling and simulation, many of
the component models used in the software are experiential.
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Power train System Analysis Toolkit (PSAT), a simulation package developed by
Argonne National Laboratory and sponsored by the US Department of Energy (DOE),
was developed in Matlab/Simulink. It has a user friendly graphical interface which makes
it easy to build models and allows users to simulate more than 200 predefined
configurations, including conventional, electric, fuel cell, and hybrid vehicle
configurations [12]. The quasi-steady models and control strategies in PSAT sets it apart
from other steady state simulation tools like ADVISOR, V-Elph etc and this feature
makes it predict vehicle performance parameters like fuel economy and efficiency more
accurately. Although many of the models used in PSAT are physically based, making it
more reliable and industry standard, it does not support any component calibration and is
based on a too large sampling time [12].
2.3

Physics Based Modeling

2.3.1 Introduction
Most of the existing powertrain design tools discussed above are based on
experiential models, such as look-up tables, which use idealized assumptions and limited
experimental data. The accuracy of the results produced by these tools is not good
enough for designing new generation vehicles like HEV [13]. Also sometimes the
designs may lead to components or systems beyond physical limitations. To make HEV
design more effective, the models must be closely related to the underlying physics of the
models through a link. Only then a subset of physically-realizable models will be
searched and that real-world constraints will guide the design to a meaningful optimum.
In physics-based modeling, the state variables of a component or subsystem are modeled
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according to the physical laws representing the underlying principles. The resulting
model is a function of device parameters, physical constants, and variables. Such physicsbased models can facilitate high fidelity simulations for dynamics at different time scales
[13].
2.3.2 Resistive Companion Form
The Resistive Companion Form (RCF) is a physics based modeling method and
has been used successfully in a number of industry-standard electronic design tools such
as SPICE and SABER. Recently, it has also been applied in the Virtual Test Bed,
software developed by the University of South Carolina for prototyping of large-scale,
multi-technical dynamic systems such as those found in electric ships. Using the RCF
modeling technique, high-fidelity physics-based models of each component in modular
format are obtained [13]. These models are then integrated to build a system simulation
model suitable for design. Just as a physical device is connected to other devices to form
a system, the device can be modeled as a block with a number of terminals through which
it can be interconnected to other component models [13]

V1

RCF
Device

V2
V3

I1
I2
I3

Figure 2.1 Resistive Companion Form Modeling
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Using RCF, any component can be represented with an equivalent conductance
and a current source. By representing all of the components in a system with these
components, a physics-based model of the system is obtained and simulating such a
system gives more accurate results than those obtained from look-up tables. Also, with
this feature, it is possible to add new features to a particular model, which is not possible
with the models obtained with experiential tables.
The following is an illustration of using resistive companion form. Using this
method, inductor and capacitor, which are two most common elements in any electrical
circuit, are represented by an equivalent conductance in parallel with a current source.
As seen in fig. 2, an inductor could be equivalently represented by a conductance
h/2L and a time varying current source b0 (t-h). By solving for the current through the
inductor for a time step of ‘h’, and performing trapezoidal integration method, the RCF
model of inductor defined by following equations is represented as shown.

i0 (t)

io(t ) = (h / 2 L) * [Vo(t ) − V 1(t )] − bo(t − h)

(1)

bo(t − h) = −(h / 2 L) * [Vo(t − h) − V 1(t − h)] − io(t − h)

(2)

i0 (t)

0

0

v0
G = h / 2L

L

i1 (t)

v1
1

i1 (t)

1

Figure 2.2 Resistive Companion Form Modeling of Inductor

b0 (t-h)
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Using the same approach, the resistive companion form model of a capacitor
could be equivalently represented by a conductance 2C/h and a time varying current
source b0 (t-h). By solving for the voltage across the capacitor for a time step of ‘h’, and
performing trapezoidal integration method, the resistive companion form model of
capacitor defined by the following equations is represented as shown.

i0 (t)

io(t ) = (2C / h) * [Vo(t ) − V 1(t )] − bo(t − h)

(3)

bo(t − h) = (2C / h) * [Vo(t − h) − V 1(t − h)] + io(t − h)

(4)

i0 (t)

0

0

v0
G = 2C /h

C

i1 (t)

v1
1

i1 (t)

b0 (t-h)

1

Figure 2.3 Resistive Companion Form Modeling of Capacitor
The resistive companion form modeling method is used in this thesis for the
modeling and simulation of hybrid electric vehicle. Various vehicle components are
modeled using these principles. However, in order to incorporate such a design
methodology, an environment that is capable of handling these capabilities and many
other advanced features for the next generation vehicle design is required. The following
chapter 3 deals with a new concept of modeling the design environment that is capable of
handling these complex capabilities as required for vehicle design.

CHAPTER III
MODEL INTEGRATED COMPUTING
3.1

Introduction

The advancements in the modern day electronic and computer technologies have
led to an increase in the computer based systems (CBS) in automotive, avionics and other
such complex systems. The automotive industry was the first to promote the CBS
technology on a broad scale and, as result produced some advanced prototypes and
products [14]. The impact has been so tremendous that the concepts like ‘drive-by-wire’,
‘electronic power steering’, ‘iDrive’ etc have come as spin-offs of those advancements.
With continuing advancements in these computer-based systems, it has become
imperative to develop new design and modeling tools for efficiently designing and
implementing them.
The Hybrid electric vehicle is a complex system with complex interactions among
various components and as the system complexity and sophistication increases it
becomes much more difficult to predict the interactions and design the system
accordingly. Also, since there are different variations in the design and manufacture of
various components and systems, it involves a large amount of work and cost [14] to
keep updated of all these variations. This results in the quest for a design tool that
manages the vehicle’s development process while maintaining tight integration between
16
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the software and physical artifacts [15]. The design tool must have all the properties
required to be able to reduce the complexities and the rising costs of developing such a
system.
3.2

Present Day Tools

The various present day design and modeling tools like Simulink, LabView,
Rational Rose etc [16] are model analysis, simulation, and code-generation tools that help
design and implement CBS in a specific well-defined engineering field [16]. These tools
capture specifications in the form of domain models and also support the design process
by automating design analysis and simulating system behavior, while automatically
generating, configuring and integrating required applications [16]. These tools translate
the designs expressed using the domain specific modeling languages into computer based
system applications [16].
Even though these domain-specific, integrated, modeling, analysis and
application-generation environments are very beneficial, developing such an environment
involves very high cost and time. Hence these tools are generally developed only for
large-scale systems and for small CBS or specialized projects where rapid and costeffective composition of domain-specific design environments is achieved [16]. Also, the
present day analysis and design tools use models to describe the relationship between the
domain components. However, systems developed using those tools are not sufficiently
accurate as seldom there is any real tight integration between the software developed and
the actual physical artifacts [15]. The above issues are resolved by employing a new
methodology of modeling concept called the Model-Integrated Computing (MIC) [15].
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3.3

Model Integrated Computing

Model integrated computing (MIC) is an efficient way of developing domainspecific CBS applications. It is based on the concept of defining the computational
processes that a system performs and develop models that form the basis for the
development of CBS [17]. It is model-based and the models represent the entire
information about a system, including the information processing architecture, physical
architecture and operating environment, component object relations and the physical
artifacts. Using this approach a tightly coupled environment where the software,
environment and integration constraints are all modeled together and the resulting models
are used to generate and configure the necessary software components of the system [17].
The MIC-based development cycle employed for addressing these issues is shown in the
fig. 3.1
As shown in the fig. 3.1, the first stage of development involves framing the
modeling paradigm that defines the modeling, analysis and run-time requirements from
the MIC and domain experts. The paradigm defines the aspects and behavior of the
environment that is to be modeled, the semantic and syntactic specifications of the
models, and the translation and interpretation requirements of the models [15]. In short,
the modeling paradigm defines the environment that is to be modeled, the models and the
execution of the models.
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Figure 3.1 Model-Integrated computing based development cycle [15]
From the modeling paradigm, a metamodel that specifies the modeling
requirements is prepared. A metamodel is the model of a modeling environment and
contains the entities, attributes, and relationships of the environment. Its purpose is to
create Domain Specific Design Environments (DSDE) and define the semantic and
syntactic rules of the DSDE. The metamodel also contains description of any constraints
that the modeling environment has to enforce at the time of creation of the model [18].
The constraints are often expressed using a combination of Unified Modeling Language
(UML) and Object Constraint Language (OCL), which are dealt in detail in chapter 04.
In the next stage, the domain specific modeling environment is synthesized from
the metamodel through meta-level translation. The translator is a key MIC component
and maps the domain modeling into executable code [15]. It generates a set of
configurable model editing tools like constraint manager, Object Oriented DataBase
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(OODB), model interpreters, and graphical editor. These tools provide flexibility and
other features that enhance the end-user programmability. The created models are stored
in a model database and the model interpreter traverses through the model database,
analyzes the models and creates the executable and run-time support libraries for the
executable system [15].
At the final stage, the end-users use the created domain specific modeling
environment, create models in it, uses the analysis tools and executables as necessary and
develop specific applications. Also, it can be seen that any change at the paradigm stage
is transformed automatically onto the end-user level without making changes. Such a
design concept is of a great advantage, especially for applications that might require
changes at a later date. This makes the environment configurable.
It can be seen that the metamodeling process reduces a significant amount of time
and cost in developing domain specific environments. Also, an environment created
using these methods aims at addressing a class of applications rather than just a specific
application. Such an application is very beneficial for domains like automotive, where the
ever-changing system software and technologies necessitate a quicker adaptation to the
new version, at a lesser time than before.
3.4

Model Integrated Program Synthesis

In the development of DSME for the automotive domain in this thesis, Model
Integrated Program Synthesis (MIPS), one approach of MIC developed by the Institute of
Software Integrated Systems (ISIS), Vanderbilt University is used [18]. MIPS describes
the actual semantic and syntactic rules of the system that is to be modeled, the types of
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entities and relationships between them, the run time requirements, model constraints etc.
The approach followed in MIPS is similar to the basic MIC concept and is shown in the
fig. 3.2

Figure 3.2 Model-Integrated Program Synthesis [19]
It can be seen that the formal specifications are translated by the meta-level
translators to create model interpreters and model builders that generate domain specific
models. The model interpreters then transform these domain specific models to
application models. The key difference between the domain specific model and the
application model is that the application model is a combination of one or more domain
models developed in the environment, and generally has some user defined interpreters
for interpreting the model. The domain models are the individual models that are created
from the metamodel, and the application models are the models that are developed using
the developed domain models. It can be seen that MIPS involves both the application
evolution and environment, giving it the configurable environment capability [19].
Generic Modeling Environment (GME), a software developed by ISIS of Vanderbilt
University uses this concept of MIPS for developing DSMEs and hence the applications
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models. GME is used as the environment for this thesis for developing hybrid electric
vehicle design environment and application models.
3.5

Generic Modeling Environment

Generic Modeling Environment (GME) is a configurable software for developing
domain-specific modeling and program synthesis environments and based on the concept
of MIPS.

Figure 3.3 Generic Modeling Environment [3]
GME has an open, extensible and component based architecture and is based on
Microsoft’s COM (Component Object Model) technology [18]. COM technology enables
software components to communicate and is used by developers to create re-usable
software components, and link components together to build applications. For example,
COM allows Microsoft Word documents to dynamically link to data in excel and also
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allows users to build scripts in their applications to perform repetitive tasks or control one
application from another [20].
The main elements of GME are metaprogrammable graphical editor,
metamodeling environment, and an integrated constraint manager. GME supports generic
database connectivity and provides various interfaces for programmatic access to the data
of a model [16]. It is easily extensible and supports various languages like C++, Visual
Basic, C#, Python etc [16]. The metamodeling environment is defined using UML and
the environment has a built-in constraint manager that enforces all domain constraints
during model building. The constraints are specified in the metamodeling environment
using OCL. The model visualization i.e. the graphical user interface is customizable, and
could be modified using through decorator interfaces. Also, the metamodeling
environment supports multiple aspect modeling and provides metamodel composition for
reusing and combining existing modeling languages [16].
3.6

Matlab/Simulink and GME

Matlab/Simulink is mainly used for creating application models from the
developed domain models in the specific toolboxes, while GME is mainly used for
developing the domain specific environments (like Matlab/Simulink, VTB etc), which
could be used for creating domain models like battery model, motor model etc. for
particular domains. While it is possible to create domain models in Matlab/Simulink also,
the process involved is complex when compared to the same in GME. If only small
application models are to be developed then modeling in GME does not provide any great
advantage when compared to Matlab/Simulink. But when the applications are big or
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complex and require an environment itself to be created for that, then GME is more
advantageous. As an example, if only the physics-based model of a battery is to be
prepared, then developing the model in Matlab/Simulink with the existing domain models
is advantages than creating an environment specific for it in GME and developing the
model in it. However, when a complex application like the HEV is to be developed,
which requires various component variations, constraints etc. then it is beneficial to
develop an environment using GME and develop required domain models in it rather
than using Matlab/Simulink.
3.7

GME for Hybrid Electric Vehicle Design

GME is based on separation of problem-solving algorithm from the model while
addressing the component variations and issues related to automotive design stated earlier
[14]. Once a model paradigm has been defined in GME and application models are
developed using it, any structural change in the description of a particular component
automatically regenerates the new system model. The generated system is based on the
first principles and hence does not require any experiential or empirical data from a
physical prototype [14]. This makes it more advantageous to even define the component
models like battery, etc., using physics-based principles and the entire environment and
system is based on the first principles and hence is more tightly related than other
methods of modeling. Also, since the models and the model-libraries developed in GME
capture a significant amount of knowledge and information in them, they provide means
for explicitly storing user knowledge and experience [14]. This reusable nature of the
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knowledge and information reduces the design costs and also shortens the product
development life cycle.
The various modeling concepts and capabilities available in GME that can be
used for the modeling of hybrid electric components are dealt in detail in the following
chapter4.

CHAPTER IV
MODELING IN GME
4.1

Introduction

For an efficient modeling of any system, a proper description of the system’s
entities, attributes, relationships, and constraints is very essential. The Generic Modeling
Environment described in the previous chapter uses various simple concepts for the
proper description of the system. The following gives a brief illustration of some of the
most important entities often used in the development of the metamodel. From the
metamodel, the desired DSME and hence the required application models are developed.
4.2

GME Concepts

The core modeling objects of GME, the First Class Objects (FCO), are listed
below with a brief description of each. The FCOs form the basic and important modeling
objects, emphasizing their central role in any modeling project.
Atoms are basic modeling objects that do not have any internal structure and
hence do not contain other objects. However, the atoms have all features like attributes,
object properties etc., and even constraints can be set. Generally atoms are used to
represent the connection ports of a model or other objects.
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Models are modeling objects that are similar to atoms but can have internal
structure i.e., a model can contain atoms, models, references or sets. Models that contain
other models as parts are called compound models and models that do not contain other
models are called primitive models. Similar to an atom, attributes and constraints could
be set for a model and to the objects contained in the model.
Connection is the simplest way of representing the relationship between two
objects, and is generally represented as a line with a particular appearance and
directionality as set by the user. In GME, the connections specifying the relation between
two objects is also seen as a model or object and hence attributes and constraints could be
set to the connections as well. While connection is being established between two
objects, GME checks for the legality of the connection and if the two objects could be
connected [18]. If the relation between the two objects cannot be stated with a
connection, an error is reported.
References in GME are objects that are similar in concept to pointers in Object
Oriented programming. Reference is an object that is associated with a single object and
refers to it elsewhere in the model. These are very useful in complex models where the
direct access from an object to another object at a different hierarchy level is needed and
is difficult to achieve. References help in referencing an object or creating an alias of the
object at any hierarchy level thus solving the problem. References can only be created
after creating the referenced objects and the referenced object cannot be removed until all
the corresponding references are completely removed. Also, all the attributes and
constraints set to the referenced object are valid for the references as well.
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Sets are similar in concept to references but are generally used in situations where
an object has to be associated with a relatively large number of neighboring objects in a
diagram. These objects that the set is associated with are called the members of the set.
Also, sets could be visualized similar to the visualization aspects that are specified in the
metamodeling environment. When a particular set is selected only the objects that are the
members of the particular set are visible and the other objects are not visible. This feature
is very useful in representing a dynamic system where different objects are visible
depending on the situation.
Apart from the above-mentioned modeling concepts, other important GME
concepts that are often used are attributes, aspects and constraints. Attributes are objects
that are used to specify the attributes, preferences and properties of the object.
Constraints are objects that are used to set constraints or limits on the objects. Aspects
are objects that specify the visibility of the objects.

Detailed description of these

concepts is dealt in the following section in the creation of the metamodel.
4.3

Creating a Metamodel

The procedure of defining a complete metamodel or a model paradigm involves
four stages or aspects viz., Class Diagram, Visualization, Attributes, Constraints. Though
the latter three aspects are not mandatory for all models, specifying them gives a better
description of the environment and also as the system complexity increases, each one of
the above aspects has an important role. The following gives a brief description of the
above aspects and their capabilities.
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4.3.1 Class Diagram
The various First FCOs which were discussed earlier are available to use in this
aspect. The class diagram defines the semantic and syntactic rules among various objects
of the desired modeling environment, their relations and associations. These rules or
paradigms are specified using Unified Modeling Language (UML) principles. Connection
lines represent the ordinary relationships between any two objects in the class diagram.
The containment relation defines the relation between an object and its sub-objects, and is
defined by a line connecting an object to its container, with a small black diamond on the
"container" end of the line as shown in the fig. 4.1

Figure 4.1 Class Diagram aspect
As seen in the fig. 4.1, the small black diamond at the end of the containment
relation represents the base class and the other end represents the derived class of that
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particular relation. The "0..*" displayed at the end of the contained class represents the
‘multiplicity’ of the connection. Multiplicity indicates the number of instances of one
model associated with an instance of another model. For example, a “0..1” specified at
the end of the motor association with the vehicle model indicates only zero or one
maximum permissible motor instance associations with the vehicle model. A "0..*"
indicates zero or more number of instance associations between the associated models.
In the above fig. 4.1, the models Gearbox, Clutch, Final drive etc are contained in
the root model Vehicle. While the above methods are used to specify the relation between
two objects, association is used for specifying association among various objects. The
association relation between two objects and the connection between them is defined by
using a connector that is represented as a small black dot in the above fig. 4.1. While the
connection defines the connection between the objects, the connector defines the objects
that are to be connected and the order of connection. The association relation between
objects through the connector defines the source and destinations of the connection. This
is very useful, especially in electrical circuits, wherein the direction of specifying the
relation is very important. In the above figure, an abstract object FCO, that inherits the
input and output ports of the models, is associated to the root model, Vehicle, by the
connector.
4.3.2 Visualization
The visualization aspect of the metamodeling process defines the aspects or
visibility rules of the desired environment. Aspects are objects that define the visibility of
the models. Different aspects could be used at the same time for defining different
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visibility rules of the objects. While in the metamodeling process, the four different
aspects (Class Diagram, Visualization, Attribute, and Constraint) are used for defining
the modeling environment, the aspects defined in the visualization aspect define the
visibility of the models or objects in the application model. The following fig. 4.2
illustrates the visualization aspect.

Figure 4.2 Visualization aspect
As seen from the fig. 4.2, an “aspect” is defined that only makes some
components (Gearbox, Wheel, Clutch, Vehicle and ports) visible and other models
(motor and final drive) not visible. These two models are not visible in that particular
aspect, and are visible in other aspects, if defined. Aspects are defined in the set mode
and selecting the objects that are the members of the particular aspect and connecting
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them to it. Also, since these defined aspects are to be made available in the created
environment, the aspect has to be contained in the root model.
4.3.3 Attributes
The attributes aspect of the meta-modeling process defines the various attributes
and properties of the objects that are defined earlier in the class diagram. Three types of
attributes could be set on the objects defined viz., boolean attributes, field attributes, and
enum attributes. The boolean attribute defines the boolean attribute of an object; the field
attribute defines the real and character data type attributes of the model; and the enum
attribute defines the various types or kinds of a particular object. The following fig. 4.3
shows the attributes aspect of metamodeling.

Figure 4.3 Attributes aspect
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As seen from fig. 4.3, different attributes are set to models. However, all the three
types of attributes define the attributes, user preferences and properties of the currently
selected object like scope, prompt, viewable, icon name, name position, color, location,
etc. In addition to these, the Boolean and the field attributes specify the data type, default
value, number of lines and the enum attribute specifies the menu items and default menu
items of the object kind. The attributes are assigned to an object by connecting them in
the manner similar to the containment relation defined earlier.
4.3.4 Constraint
4.3.4.1

Constraints
The limits or constraints of the modeling environment and the application models

developed in it are specified in the Constraints aspect. The constraints are defined using
Object Constraint Language (OCL). OCL is a standard declarative add-on language to the
UML. Expressions written in OCL rely on the classes developed in the UML diagram,
i.e. OCL requires UML specifications for defining the constraints. [21]. Without OCL
constraints, the models developed would be very much under-specified and have to
depend on executable versions of the system or the interpreters for verifying the
correctness of the system [21]. However, with the use of OCL it is possible to check the
correctness of the model specifications without the need of any executable versions.
For example, when the resistor model in Matlab/Simulink is given a negative
value and is simulated, error is not shown either at the time of specifying the value or at
the time of simulating the model. However, it is a common knowledge that the resistance
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could not be negative and therefore the value generated by the software after simulation
does not make sense. The same could be avoided in GME by setting constraint on the
resistor model using OCL. Though this is just a simple example to quote the advantage of
OCL in GME, a proper use of UML/OCL combination makes a good design
environment. Also, evaluating an OCL expression does not cause any change in the
system and more importantly the combination of UML/OCL is platform independent and
hence does not restrict the implementation to the system or environment where it is being
done [21]. The following fig. 4.4 shows the constraints aspect of the metamodeling
process. As seen from fig. 4.4, different constraints are set on the models as per user
requirements.

Figure 4.4 Constraint aspect
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The OCL expression or equation stating the constraint is evaluated on all the
objects of a kind, and returns either true of false. If the constraint returns a ‘true’ then the
constraint is met and the particular object to which it is attached to is valid. However, if
the constraint returns a ‘false’, then the constraint is not met and the content of the
description attribute of the constraint that describes the constraint is displayed [18]. The
constraints stated above can be defined in the metamodel by using either the constraint or
constraint function block. The constraint block defines only the expression or equation
that the particular object has to satisfy and is accessed through the keyword “self’.” Self
refers to the object to which the constraint is attached to and its attributes are accessed
through it. The constraint function is used to define a function, which includes a set of
expressions that are to be satisfied, and is accessed by specifying the context of the
constraint. The constraint function is also capable of returning an object of any type, thus
making it more powerful than the ordinary constraint block. The following gives an
illustration of specifying the constraint.
4.3.4.2

OCL Example
Consider the above situation where it is required to specify that the gear ratio

attribute of the gearbox model should be less than 6. The following could be achieved in
three ways: one way is by placing a constraint on the root model, and then traversing
along the various models until a model by the name “Gearbox” is reached and then
access its attribute and set the constraint.
self.parts (“Gearbox”)->forAll(box : Gearbox | box.Gear_ratio <= 6 )
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The other method is by setting the constraint directly on the model and setting limit on
the attribute.
self.Gear_ratio<6

Other method of specifying the same is by using constraint functions. By writing a
constraint function for finding the value of the Gear_ratio and then returning the value to
the constraint calling the function makes it possible.
self.parts("Gearbox")->iterate ( box : meta::Gearbox; Gear_ratio = 0 |
sum + box.Gear_ratio)

4.4

Model Interpreters

After specifying the models using UML and OCL, the synthesis of data contained
in the models in the user specified manner is done by the interpreters. Interpreters are
dynamically linked library functions (DLL) that are loaded and executed by GME upon
the user's request [22]. Builder Object Network (BON) is one technology of providing
access to the GME model data and developing interpreters. BON is a framework that is
relatively easy to use and is powerful for most applications. It provides a network of C++
objects and each of these represents an object in the GME model database. C++ methods
provide convenient read/write access to the objects' properties, attributes, and relations
[22]. Using these methods the user defines the algorithms for each object. While it is
possible to retrieve or set the model data of an application model, it is also possible to set
or retrieve the data of a metamodel. This feature gives a scope to the user to change the
metamodel and hence the modeling environment itself at any point in its execution.
The following table 4.1 illustrates some of the C++ methods used in GME-BON
and their functions.
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Table 4.1 Illustration of some BON functions
Method

Function

getRootFolder()

Root folder of the project is returned

getChildModels()

Returns a set containing the child objects

setName( )

Sets the name of the project

getAttribute()

The specified attribute of the object is returned

findByKind( )

Returns all objects in the project whose kind is
as specified as argument

getRealValue( )

Returns the value set in the attribute directly or
indirectly

getDerivedObjects( )

Returns a set that are the derived objects of the
object specified

getConnEndIn( )

Returns the object that has the end connection
of the specified

setValue( )

Sets the value to the specified object

eventPerformed( )

When a condition/event is occurred the function
specified is implemented

Using the BON methods and MIPS concepts, the modeling of battery electric
vehicle is achieved using the physics based principles. The following chapter 5 deals with
the modeling of the various electric vehicle components using the physics based resistive
companion form and the GME modeling principles.

CHAPTER V
BATTERY ELECTRIC VEHICLE MODELING

5.1

Introduction

Electric vehicles enabled by high-efficiency electric motors, controllers, and
various alternate energy sources provide a good solution to the environmental and
economical issues accompanied by the conventional vehicles. While the development of
intermediate hybrid electric vehicles is a temporary solution to the growing concerns, the
problems still persist and the electric vehicle is the only viable option that could achieve
zero emission and low cost vehicles. While based on the type of the energy source used,
the electric vehicle is classified as battery electric or fuel cell vehicle, the primary
components of an electric vehicle remains the same and is as shown in the fig. 5.1.

Energy
Source

Electric
Motor

Transmission

Wheel

Figure 5.1 Basic components of electric vehicle
As seen from fig. 5.1, the energy source provides the necessary electrical energy
for the propulsion system (motor), and the obtained mechanical output from electric
motor is applied to the wheel through the transmission components. For a battery electric
vehicle, the battery is the energy source and the transmission of the BEV includes the
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gearbox, an optional clutch, final drive and the brake. The electric vehicle components
modeled in GME in this research include: battery, propulsion system (motor), clutch,
gearbox, brake, and wheel. The following sections deal with the resistive companion
form modeling of each individual component, their modeling in GME, and the final
system level simulation of the vehicle.
5.2

Resistive Companion Form of Models

5.2.1 Battery Model
The battery is the primary source of electrical energy for BEV and lead-acid
batteries are the primary choice because of their well-developed technology pertaining to
vehicle applications and lower cost. However, recent developments in the battery
technology make Li ion battery a viable option for the vehicle applications due to its high
specific energy and specific power generating capabilities and longer life cycles. The
battery model used in this research takes into account the variation of the state of charge
(SOC) with the usage of the battery. The resistive companion form model of the battery is
shown in fig. 5.2.
1
1
B

1/Rint

Vcell
icell
0

0

Figure 5.2 Resistive companion form of battery
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As seen from the fig. 5.2, the battery is represented in resistive companion form as a two
terminal device. The governing equation of the battery voltage is given by :
Vcell = Eeq + Rint * I

(5)

Vcell : battery terminal voltage, Eeq: equilibrium potential of the battery
Rint: battery internal resistance, I : battery current.
The equilibrium potential of the battery is a function of SOC and is given by [22]:
Eeq = Eo + (RT/F) * ln (SOC/1-SOC)

(6)

Where:
Eo : standard potential of the battery, R : ideal gas constant
T : absolute temperature, F: Faradic constant
The battery current, I is given by:
(7)

I = GV – B

Where G is the conductance matrix, B is the current source matrix and V is the voltage
matrix and are given by:
i 0
 1 / R int − 1 / R int 
I=   ;G= 

 i1
− 1 / R int 1 / R int 
 Eeq / R int 
v 0 
B =
;V=  

− Eeq / R int 
 v1

The relationship between the SOC and the battery discharge current is given by [22]:
i = Cbat *

dSOC
dt

(8)
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It can be seen from the above relation between SOC and discharge current of the battery,
that the SOC of the battery could be equivalently represented by the voltage across a
capacitor, whose value is given by Cbat, the capacitance of the battery.
5.2.2 Motor Model
The battery electric vehicle uses an electric motor as its propulsion unit with the
battery providing the necessary power for the operation. For an EV application, the
important characteristics of the motor are to have high torque to inertia ratio, high torque
rating, flexible drive control, fault tolerance, high efficiency, and low acoustic noise.
While there are many choices for motor like induction motor, permanent magnet motors,
switched reluctance motors, etc., that could be adopted for the BEV application, a dc
motor is used in this research as the propulsion system as it has good speed-torque
characteristics that could be effectively used for BEV.
A dc motor is an electromechanical device that converts the input dc electrical
energy to mechanical energy. The applied input dc excitation current to the stator poles of
the motor produces a dc magnetic field and the rotor is supplied by dc current through the
brush and coils. The interaction of this magnetic field and rotor current produces a
Lorentz force that causes the motor to rotate. The fig. 5.3 describes the armature
equivalent circuit of the motor, followed by the equations that describe the operation of
the motor.
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eb = kew
W
Figure 5.3 Armature circuit of dc motor

V (t) = R* I (t) + L* dI/dt + Ke * W

(9)

Te = Kt*Ia = J*dW/dt + B*W (t) + Tload

(10)

Where:
R: Armature Resistance, L: Armature Inductance, V: Applied Voltage
Ke: Speed Constant, Kt : Torque Constant, W: Speed, J: Moment of Inertia,
B: Drag coefficient, Te: Electromagnetic torque generated, Tload: Load torque
Using the resistive companion form modeling technique the three terminals of the
dc motor: two electrical terminals for the electrical input and one mechanical output
terminal are equivalently represented with three nodes and the motor speed is represented
by the voltage across the mechanical terminal and the torque is represented with the
current through the mechanical node. Also, it can be seen from the equation (10) that the
torque through the motor inertia is equivalent to the current through the capacitor and the
drag coefficient is equivalent to the current through a resistance. Hence, equivalently
representing the moment of inertia with capacitor and drag coefficient with conductance,
the resistive companion form of the motor is shown in fig. 5.4 with the inertia J and
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inductor L represented with dependent current source and conductance, as discussed in
chapter 2.
bL(t-h)

+
V

h/2L
eb/ R

R

Te

bc(t-h)

2 J/h

B

Rload

Figure 5.4 RCF representation of dc motor
As seen from the fig. 5.4, the input terminals of the motor are equivalently
represented with the nodes across which the input voltage is applied and the mechanical
terminal of the motor is represented as a node across the back emf of the motor. The
applied voltage causes an armature current Ia to flow through the system and a back emf

eb is developed as given by equation (9). The generated electrical torque of the motor,
given by equation (10), after supplying the inertial torque loss and drag coefficient loss,
supplies the necessary load torque to the load. It can be seen that the back emf of the
motor is represented with a dependent current source, dependent on the back emf
generated; the electrical torque (Te) generated is represented with a dependent current
source, dependent on the armature current of the motor as given by equation (2).
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5.2.3 Clutch Model
A clutch is a basic mechanical device that connects or disconnects two rotating
objects. Typically, a clutch engages or disengages a shaft from a rotating device like a
motor with the shaft of the driveline of the vehicle. The basic necessity for disengaging
the motor from the driveline stems from the necessity to stop the vehicle without stopping
the motor operation. This is particularly useful in cases that require frequent stop and go
operation. The clutch engages smoothly the spinning motor to the non-spinning
transmission by controlling the slippage between them. Also, the clutch helps in engaging
or disengaging multiple propulsion sources in hybrid electric vehicles from connecting to
the vehicle driveline. While the battery electric vehicle does not always necessarily
require a clutch, the clutch model has been developed for completeness and also to
provide a capability for connecting another propulsion source to the driveline.
Taking into account the operation of the clutch and neglecting the slippage losses,
the clutch could be approximated to a switch of an electrical circuit. The engaging of the
clutch could be represented with the closing of the switch and the disengaging with the
opening of the switch. The model is approximated in resistive companion form modeling
with a resistor of very high resistance when the clutch is engaged and a resistor of very
low resistance when the clutch is not engaged.
5.2.4 Gearbox Model
The function of the gearbox is to adjust the speed and torque parameters from the
propulsion system to the driveline to achieve a better working range. Typically, the
torque and speed generated by the propulsion system are not sufficient to be directly used
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for the propulsion of the vehicle. These parameters are to be modified in accordance with
the vehicle mass and the speed requirements. For achieving these objectives a gearbox is
often used in the vehicles to vary the speed and torque from propulsion system to the
vehicle wheel. A gearbox consists of a set of gear trains that vary the speed and torque
ratios. Different gear sets have different gear ratios and the relationship between the input
and output torque and speed of the gearbox is given by the following equation:
Tout = ng *Tin

(11)

Win = ng * Wout

(12)

Where nn is the gear ratio.
The operation of the gears is modeled using a resistor that is equivalent to the gear ratio
of the system. The following fig. 5.5 shows the gear box model developed using resistive
companion form in GME.

bng2

Win

Figure 5.5 RCF representation of Gearbox
As seen in fig. 5.5, the gear ratio is represented with a circuit that is equivalent to an
ideal transformer. The load current flowing through gearbox is varied according to the
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gear ratio ng, and the speed, given in equation (8) is obtained across the resistor bng . The
2

bng2 resistance accounts for the losses in the gearbox model.
5.2.5 Brake Model
To model the effects of braking force on the vehicle operation, a brake model is
prepared. While the detailed braking model is neglected, the braking force [23] could be
obtained by comparing the applied brake pressure with the collaring pressure of the brake
[23]. To generate a braking torque, the applied brake pressure should be greater than the
collaring pressure, which depends on the physics of the system [23]. Until the applied
pressure is greater than a certain collaring pressure, the braking force applied to the
vehicle is zero. When the applied braking pressure is more than the collaring pressure, the
braking force is given by the equation [23]:

Fb =

0

if P < Pc

k * (P-Pc)

if P > Pc

(13)

Where:
Fb : braking force, P : applied pressure
Pc : collaring pressure, k : constant
The braking force is modeled using resistive companion form modeling by
equivalently representing the applied and collaring pressure with voltage and the constant
with a resistance. Hence, the braking force is equivalently represented with a current
source Fb and a conductance given by k.
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i

Fb

k

j
Figure 5.6 RCF representation of braking force
5.2.6 Wheel Model
Typically, the output torque from the final drive is applied to the wheel. However,
since the mass of the wheel is negligible when compared to the mass of the vehicle, the
wheel model developed in this research includes the chassis of the vehicle and the mass
of all the four wheels of the vehicle, i.e. the torque from the final drive is applied to the
wheel, whose mass is equal to the vehicle mass and the speed obtained at the wheel is
correspondingly approximated to the speed of the vehicle. The linear force applied on the
wheel by the net torque to the wheel is given by:
F = Tnet / r

(14)

Where:
F : linear force applied on the wheel
Tnet : net torque on the wheel
r : radius of the wheel
The net torque applied on the wheel is obtained after the braking torque, rolling
resistance loss and the aerodynamic drag is subtracted from the torque through the final
drive, i.e.
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Tnet = Tfd – Tb – Tr.r – Taero
From Newton’s second law of motion, this linear force on the wheel causes the vehicle to
accelerate and is given by:
F = m * a = m * dv/dt

(15)

Where:
m : mass of the wheel ( including the chassis and the four wheels)
a : linear acceleration of the wheel ,
v : linear velocity of the wheel.
As seen from equation (10), the wheel is equivalently represented with a capacitor, with
the force on the wheel equivalent to the current through the capacitor, the mass of the
vehicle being equivalent to the capacitance of the capacitor and the linear velocity of the
vehicle being equivalent to the voltage across the capacitor. Accordingly, the wheel
model is represented as a capacitor in resistive companion form and is shown in fig.5.7

Ic
m

2*m/h

b (t-h)

Figure 5.7 RCF representation of wheel
The equations for the B and I matrices are similar to the capacitor model, and are given in
the fig. 2.3, with the initial voltage (or speed) of the vehicle being zero.
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5.2.6.1 Aerodynamic Loss
When the vehicle is in motion the air resistance occurs as aerodynamic drag
which acts as a retarding force to the vehicle motion thus reducing its speed. The
aerodynamic drag depends on the relative velocity of the vehicle with respect to the wind
and is given by:
Fd = Cd * A *

ρ
2

* (Vd2 )

(16)

Where:
Fd : aerodynamic drag force, Cd
A

: frontal area of the vehicle, p

:

dimensional aerodynamic constant
: mass density of the air

Vd : relative velocity of vehicle with wind
Neglecting the wind velocity, the aerodynamic drag force on the vehicle is
proportional to the square of the vehicle speed, with the other parameters being constant.
Representing this non-linear variation of the aerodynamic drag force as the current
through a model and the vehicle speed as the voltage across the model, the non-linear
aerodynamic loss drag on the vehicle is equivalently represented in resistive companion
form as shown in the fig. 5.8. In the figure, gDn represents the conductance at the nth
iteration step, bDn is the previous step current source and are given by equations (20) and
(19) respectively. The current through the device at (n+1) th iteration is given by equation
(17).
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j
iaero
bDn

gDn

l
Figure 5.8 RCF representation of aerodynamic drag
ij   gnD − gnD  vjn + 1  bnD 
il  = − gnD − gnD  * v ln + 1 - − bnD 

 
 
  

(17)

Where:
gDn = 2 * Cd * (p/2)* (Vaeron) 2

( 18)

bDn = gDn Vaeron - iaeron

(19)

Vaeron = Vjn - Vln

(20)

In the above fig. 5.8,
ij = iaero = Fd
Vj = Vd
As is seen from the above equations, the conductance and the previous step
current source depend on the voltage at the previous iteration and the values change nonlinearly with each iteration. It has to be however noted that the above equations are
dependent on time and hence, for non-linear systems that vary with time, such as the
simulation of the BEV, the above equations are to be calculated for each time step and
the system matrix is updated.
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5.2.6.2 Rolling Resistance
Rolling resistance is produced by the hysteresis of the tire at the contact surface of
the wheel with the ground [4]. As the wheel rotates the centroid of the vertical forces on
the wheel move forward in the direction of the vehicle motion [4]. The weight of the
vehicle on the wheel and the road normal force will be misaligned due to the hysteresis of
the wheel. This results in a retarding torque called the rolling resistance that opposes the
wheel motion on the ground. Hence, apart from the aerodynamic drag and the braking
force, the tractive force on the wheel has to overcome the rolling resistance for traction.
The rolling resistance force is a non-linear function of the weight of the vehicle,
the tangential gravitational force acting on the wheel and the speed of the vehicle. Since
the rolling resistance losses are loss when compared to the aerodynamic drag and the
braking force on the wheel, this retarding rolling resistance force is simplified to be a
linear function of speed of the vehicle given by:
Irr = GV
Where:
Irr: rolling resistance force developed
V: vehicle speed age (vj – vl)
G: constant of proportionality represented as conductance.
The following fig. 5.9 shows the resistive companion form of the simplified rolling
resistance force.
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Irr

G
Vl

l

Figure 5.9 RCF representation of rolling resistance
5.3

Battery Electric Vehicle Equivalent Circuit

An equivalent resistive companion form model of the battery electric vehicle is
developed by combining the resistive companion form equivalent circuits of each
individual component of vehicle. The obtained equivalent circuit is as shown in fig.5.10

Figure 5.10 RCF representation of BEV system
The above-developed equivalent circuit is modeled in GME using the concepts
explained in chapter 04. The steps involved in developing the modeling environment and
a battery electric vehicle model as an application model in the developed environment is
dealt in detail in the following sections.
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5.4

Battery Electric Vehicle Modeling in GME

5.4.1 Metamodel
A modeling environment for the modeling and design of electric and hybrid
electric vehicles is developed in GME using the modeling principles explained in chapter
04. As was mentioned in chapter 04, the vehicle metamodeling involves four aspects:
class diagram, visualization, attributes and constraints. The following gives a brief
description of the vehicle metamodeling and the battery electric vehicle application
model developed. The class diagram of the vehicle modeling environment is shown in
fig. 5.11

Figure 5.11 Class diagram of vehicle metamodel
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As is seen from the class diagram, the vehicle components are defined as models
with all the models defined to have an input and output ports except the wheel model
which has only the input port. The class diagram clearly defines the containment and
connections between different models.
The visualization aspect of the vehicle modeling environment with two aspects, vehicle
aspect and mechanical aspect as shown in fig. 5.12

Figure 5.12 Vehicle aspect of the vehicle metamodel
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Figure 5.13 Mechanical aspect of the vehicle metamodel
In the vehicle aspect all the components of the vehicle are visible and in the
mechanical aspect only the mechanical components are made visible. While defining two
different aspects for this research might not apparently be very useful, but as the system
complexity increases it makes the design process simple.
Attribute aspect of the vehicle modeling environment is shown in the fig. 5.13.
Various attributes have been defined for the vehicle components, with default values
being set for the attributes. Some of the attributes specified include the initial and final
desired soc of the battery, vehicle mass, gear ratio etc. The various attributes specified for
the component models are shown in the tables below.
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Figure 5.14 Attributes aspect of vehicle metamodel
Table 5.1 Battery model attributes
Name
SOC init
SOC final
Rint
Cbat
T
Number_cells
Eo

Description
Initial SOC
Final SOC
Internal resistance
Battery capacitance
Battery temperature
Number of battery cells

Standard potential

Data type
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Integer
Double

Table 5.2 Motor model attributes
Name
J
B
L
R
a

Description
Moment of inertia
Frictional coefficient
Armature inductance
Armature resistance
Motor rated voltage to speed

Data type
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
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Table 5.3 Clutch model attributes
Name
Clutch_engaged

Description
Clutch engaged or
disengaged

Data type
Boolean

Table 5.4 Gearbox model attributes
Name
Gear_ratio
Viscous_friction

Description
Gear ratio
Frictional coefficient

Data type
Double
Double

Table 5.5 Brake model attributes
Name
Collaring_pressure

Description
Brake collaring
pressure
Applied brake
pressure
Brake Constant

Applied_pressure
Constant

Data type
Double
Double
Double

Table 5.6 Body model attributes
Name
Mass
Rolling
Coefficient_of_drag
density_air
frontal_area

Description
Mass of vehicle
Vehicle rolling
resistance
Vehicle drag coefficient
Air density
Frontal area of vehicle

Data type
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double

Table 5.7 Simulation parameters
Name
time_step
simulation_time

Description
Time step of circuit simulation
Simulation time

Data type
Double
Double
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The constraints aspect the vehicle modeling environment is as shown in fig. 5.14.
The constraints are set using the OCL. While the classdiagram aspect implicitly
constraints the containment and connection relation between models, the OCL is used to
explicitly set constraints on the models.

Figure 5.15 Constraints aspect of vehicle metamodel
Some of the constraints set on the component models are as shown:
Constraint1
Model: Gearbox
Description: Gear ratio should be between 1 and 6
OCL expression: (self.Gear_ratio>1)&&(self.Gear_ratio<6)
Constraint2
Model: Battery
Description: Initial SOC should be greater than final SOC
OCL expression: self.SOCint>self.SOCf
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Constraint3
Model: Battery
Description: Battery temperature should be between 275 k and 400k
OCL expression: (self.T>275)&&(self.T<400)
Constraint4
Model: Battery
Description: Number of battery cells should be less than 10
OCL expression: self.Number_cells<10
Constraint5
Model: Motor
Description: Motor moment of inertia should be less than 0.5 kgm2
OCL expression: self.J<0.5
Constraint6
Model: Simulation_parameters
Description: Time step of simulation should be between 0.001sec and 0.1sec
OCL expression: (self.time_step>0.001)&&(self.time_step<0.1)
Constraint7
Model: Engine
Description: Compression ratio between 10 and 16
OCL expression: (self.compression_ratio>10)&&(self.compression_ratio<16)
Constraint8
Model: Vehicle
Description: Gear ratio is more than the differential ratio
fn1:
Context: Vehicle
Return type: ocl:Double
Expression: self.parts(“Gearbox”)->iterate(box:meta::Gearbox; sum = 0|
sum+box.Gear_ratio)
fn2:
Context: Vehicle
Return type: ocl:Double
Expression: self.parts (“Final_Drive”)->iterate (drive: meta::Final_Drive; sum = 0|
sum+drive.Ratio)
OCL Expression: self.fn1() > self.fn2
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5.4.2 Model Interpreter
After a metamodel of the vehicle environment is created and registered, a builder
object network (BON) is created for developing the model interpreter for the vehicle
environment. As explained in chapter 4, various functions available in GME and BON
are used to write the interpreter for defining the algorithm for the solver. These methods
are used to write an interpreter or solver for preparing the resistive companion form of
the components and solving the system for simulation. The following flowchart gives an
illustration of the interpreter developed.

Figure 5.16 Flowchart describing the model interpreter developed
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Initially, iterators are initialized to the first and the last child objects of the
application model and the iteration is started. As the iterators iterates through various
child objects, nodes of the corresponding child objects are read and stored. When an
iterator reads a node of higher value than the previous value, the number of nodes ‘n’ is
updated. This is continued until the end iterator is reached, then the number of nodes ‘n’
is obtained and a G matrix of size n * n , I, V and B matrices of size n * 0 are dynamically
created and initialized to zero.
The iterators are again reinitialized to the start and end child objects and the
iteration is started. As the iterator iterates through the child objects, various attributes
corresponding to the objects are read and are correspondingly pushed to the respective
matrices. For example, when the motor model is reached, the various attributes like
J,B,L,R are read, and the corresponding conductance of J,B,R,L are calculated and
updated to the corresponding node numbers in the G matrix, and similarly the B matrix is
updated at these nodes corresponding to the inductor and capacitor current source values.
This is continued till the iterator reaches the end child object and at the end G, B, I
matrices are prepared.
At this stage, the simulation for solving the circuit is started the voltages at
various nodes is obtained by solving by the equation, I = GV – B using trapezoidal
method of integration. At each simulation time step, I, V, B, and G (if necessary)
matrices are updated and the simulation is performed till the end of the specified
simulation time and the final output results are displayed.
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5.4.3 Application Model in GME
A battery electric vehicle model is developed as an application model in GME
from the vehicle modeling environment created. Fig. 5.16 shows the vehicle model
developed in GME.

Figure 5.17 Battery Electric Vehicle model in GME
The important parameter values of the components of the BEV are listed below:
Battery

Input voltage: 120V, SOC init: 0.99, Rint: 0.1 ohm
Motor

Rated Speed: 1200 rpm, Rm: 0.4 ohm, Lm: 0.0025 H
J: 0.5 Kgm2, B: 0.196 Nms/rad
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Gearbox

Gear ratio: 3, Frictional coefficient: 3
Brake

Collaring pressure: 0.3 Pa, Applied pressure: 0.7 Pa
Wheel

Mass: 1500kg (including chassis), radius: 0.1m
The above vehicle model is simulated using the developed solver as mentioned in
the flow chart and is simulated for 100 seconds. The variation of the motor speed, vehicle
speed, and SOC with time, and variation of aerodynamic loss with the vehicle speed is as
shown in the figures below.

Figure 5.18 Variation of motor speed in rpm
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Figure 5.19 Variation of motor speed in rpm in VTB

Figure 5.20 Variation of vehicle speed in miles/hour
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Figure 5.21 Variation of vehicle speed in miles/hour in VTB

Figure 5.22 Variation of battery SOC with time
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Figure 5.23 Variation of aerodynamic drag with vehicle speed

5.4.4 Analysis of the results
The motor speed as seen in fig. 5.18 is compared with the speed obtained for a
motor with similar parameters in fig. 5.19, used in Virtual Test Bed (VTB). The motor
speed results are seen to be fairly accurate. Also, the vehicle speed as obtained in fig.
5.20 is checked for correctness, by comparing with the speed of a ship model in fig. 5.21
in VTB by approximating with same characteristics. The approximate similar variation of
the speed in both the models checks for the correctness of the vehicle model. Also, as
seen in fig. 5.23 the aerodynamic drag is seen to be varying non-linearly (proportional to
square of vehicle speed) with the vehicle speed. When compared with the theoretical
expectations, it could be seen that a similar result is expected.
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As seen from the fig. 5.18, the motor operates at a constant speed of 1019 rpm
and from fig. 5.20 that the vehicle accelerates to a final steady state speed of 68.4
miles/hr. The motor speed is compared with the speed response obtained for a similar
motor in VTB and the results were seen to be fairly accurate. Similarly, the vehicle speed
is compared with the speed of a ship with the parameters taken same as the vehicle. It
was seen that the results were fairly accurate. Also, it can be seen from the vehicle speed
that it attains a speed of 60mph from start (0-60mph) in 25 seconds, with a motor of rated
speed 1200 rpm. When compared with the desirable vehicle performance parameters for
a large vehicle, it can be seen that the vehicle acceleration is reasonable and the result
could be improved by using a motor of higher rpm and/or simulating with a controller.
It can be analyzed from the above results that the battery electric vehicle modeled
is fairly accurate and this approach could be used for the modeling and design of hybrid
electric vehicles. By performing the simulations with much stringent constraints and
more detailed models, reasonable and physically realizable models could be developed. It
is easy and cost effective to develop a vehicle modeling environment using the model
integrated computing concept; and design and analyze various vehicle models in the
environment created.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1

Conclusions

The objective of this thesis is three-fold. The first objective is to develop a
modeling environment in GME for hybrid electric vehicle design using the concepts of
domain specific modeling and model integrated computing. The second objective is to
develop resistive companion form models of various vehicle components. The third
objective is to integrate these developed resistive companion form models and the created
environment, and develop a model interpreter for simulating the vehicle model.
A hybrid electric vehicle design environment is developed in GME using UML
and constraints are specified on various components using OCL. The developed
environment could be used for designing any vehicle configuration and the constraints
specified on the components takes care to see that a logical and realizable design is
obtained. Resistive companion form models of various BEV components are developed
as was explained in chapter 05. The results of model’s simulations were checked for
accuracy by comparing with the results obtained in other design environments or by
verifying with the theoretical expectations. A model interpreter for solving the vehicle
system has been prepared as was explained in the flow chart. The interpreter or solver
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was prepared with a view to be able to function for any general vehicle configuration,
thus giving more flexibility to the design.
Also, to test the effectiveness of the developed environment, changes were made
to the metamodel of the environment and the resulting changes in the application models
were observed. After checking for the results, it could be concluded that this
methodology is efficient and easy to change the design environment as required, and the
changes made are easily passed onto the application models without needing to make any
changes.
6.2

Future Work

In this thesis, a battery electric vehicle was taken as the application model of the
developed environment and basic components of the BEV are developed. Though the
simulation at the present stage involves only a normal simulation with time and basic
BEV components, much better BEV application model can be developed by performing
the system simulation using a driving cycle, developing a controller for controlling
various vehicle parameters and developing models of other components. The recent work
being done for co-simulation of GME with Matlab is a significant step for using GME for
more applications and also adds on to its existing capabilities. Also, other modeling and
design methods like bond-graph etc could be used for developing other component
models, but the created environment could be used for any method of modeling. Also,
after creating various models of the components, a design optimization could be
performed for finding the optimum design.
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